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Abstract: Online social networks provide relevant information on users' opinions and posts on various topics. So 

Applications, like monitoring and detection systems can collect and analyze this data. This paper study an 

information-based system, which incorporates an emotional health monitoring system to detect users with possible 

psychological disorders especially depression and stress. Symptoms of this mental disorder are usually observed 

passively.  During this situation, the author argues that online social behavior extraction offers a chance to actively 

identify psychological disorders at an early stage.  It’s hard to acknowledge the confusion in light of the very fact that 

the mental components considered within the standard symptomatic criteria survey cannot be seen by the registers 

of online social exercises. Our methodology, new and artistic for the act of psychological disorders. Location does so 

don't open up to the self-revelation of these mental factors through the surveys. Rather, propose an AI strategy 

that's recognition of psychological disorders. In informal organizations which misuses the highlights far away from 

interpersonal organization information for concerning exactness potential instances of confusion discovery. We 

perform an analysis of the characteristics and that we also apply machine learning in large-scale data sets and 

analyze features of the kinds of psychological disorders. 

 

Index Terms - Sentiment analysis, Knowledge Personalization and Customization, Detection System, Social 

Networks, Machine Learning, Social Cues, Deep Learning, Aspect Mining, etc 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In many situations, humans who are depressed are ignorant of their disturbed mental condition. They are unable to 

identify the cause of constant unhappiness in them and eventually such students fall into a state of mind where 

they start having suicidal tendencies. In some cases, students do know that they are suffering from depression, but 

they are hesitant to seek any kind of help from anyone mainly due to the wrongly conceived notion of ‘humiliation’ 

associated with depression. It is better to identify the signs of depression at the initial stages of depression. 

Depression if identified in the initial stages, just a simple one-hour talk with a counselor may be of immense help 
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for the student. This may change the negative state of mind of that student into a positive one. Such a student can 

be given good counseling on how to deal with mental stress and can be guided to follow the right path to success. 

The most important form of non-verbal communication is the facial expressions of a person. Many studies have 

been done for finding out the facial expressions that are related to depression. The current work is mainly 

undertaken to find out the presence of depression in college students by studying their facial features. This system 

mainly uses different image processing techniques for face detection, feature extraction, and classification of these 

features as depressed or non-depressed. The system will be trained with features of depression. Then videos of 

different students with a frontal face will be captured using a web camera. Then the facial features of these faces 

will be extracted for prediction of depression. Based on the level of depression features the student will be 

classified as depressed or non-depressed. 

Feature selection methods should be classified into different aspect categories like wrapper, static and hybrid 

techniques. In filter-based approaches, the selection of features can’t reliant on any machine learning algorithm. In 

this, features are preferred based on their numerical weight. In the dynamic approach, first different subsets of 

features are identified then are evaluated using one of the classifiers. The hybrid approach is the combination of 

different feature extraction as well features selection methods, it also used various machine learning algorithms, In-

univariate filter approach features are evaluated concerning relevance. The multivariate method considers the 

correlation between features and avoids redundant features. We are proposing a filter approach that selects 

relevant features and avoids redundant ones. 

II. RELATED WORK 

 In certain studies, patients were given wearable devises to monitor their physical health, emotional behaviour 

and social interaction for identifying depression [6]. Some researchers have collected datasets by showing 

individuals film-strips to capture the facial expressions of subjects watching them. Data is also collected by 

giving a task of recognizing negative and positive emotions from different facial images [7]. Rather than 

analyzing a video for depression detection frame by frame, better results have been got for detection of 

depression when the video is considered as a whole. [8] For this the patient’s face region is first initialized 

manually. Then KLT (KanadeTomasi-Lucas) tracker is used to track the face throughout the video. The KLT 

tracker extracts curvature information from an image, i.e. for a sad expression the corners of the mouth would 

be angled down. Video based approach showed more accuracy as it generalizes the face region more 

accurately and so the minute movements within the face region are also considered for depression detection. 

 Many studies have been conducted to identify the precise facial expressions that are related to depression. A 

study has been conducted for finding out Action Units (AU) related to different emotions exhibited by 

depressed patients [1]. The presence of AU12 which is associated with emotion smile was low in highly 

depressed patients. The presence of AU14 related to emotion contempt and AU10 related to emotion disgust 

was also present along with AU12. The video data for this study was collected through clinical interviews of 

depressed patients as well as non-depressed patients. The results showed that AU14 related to emotion 

contempt proved most accurate for depression detection 

 Another study presented a technique which uses analysis of facial geometry along with analysis of speech for 

depression detection [3]. This work says that the expressions associated with depression are found to be in 
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lower frequencies in smaller duration videos. Therefore, longer time videos need to be captured for effective 

depression detection. Datasets are also created by capturing videos of patients while answering clinical 

interviews. Interviews recorded were for both for depressed patients as well as non-depressed patients. Videos 

are also recorded from the diagnosis of depression till the patient has improved. [1][4]. Studies showed that 

there is a significant relation between facial features and vocal behavior of the depressed [5]. 

 The students suffering from depression would show less attentiveness in classrooms. If the students’ emotions 

are mapped to the activities done in classroom, their emotional state can be found out whether they are 

depressed or not, and based on this the teacher can help the student by paying more attention to that 

particular student. [11] If different faces in the same scene show the same positive or negative sentiment, it 

would help to understand the whole situation of the scene, whether subjects in the scene are happy or whether 

something wrong is happening in the scene [12]. 

 Features related to eye movement to understand the eye activity of the depressed and features related to head 

pose movement to understand the head movement behavior of the depressed has been done in [2]. The 

classification of the features related to eye activity showed higher significance in detecting severe depression. 

Detection of depression from facial features can be done by measuring ‘Multi-Scale Entropy’ (MSE) on the 

patient interview video. [4] MSE helps to find out the variations that occur across a single pixel in the video. The 

entropy levels of highly expressive, non-depressed patients were high. The entropy level was low for depressed 

patients who were less expressive of their emotions. 

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 

Fig.1: Proposed System Architecture 
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In the proposed systemic approach, we formulate the task as a classification problem to detect two types of 

detection of psychological disorders in social networks using the machine learning framework: i.e. first is Stress 

and second is Depression. 

An innovative solution to monitor and detect potential users with emotional disorders, according to the 

classification of sentences with depressed or stressed content. Machine learning is used for representation at the 

character level and the recognition of the extent of the disturbance. 

Sentiment analysis is a huge term to classify user’s opinion using Natural Language Processing (NLP) and Machine 

Learning (ML) Approach. Various researchers have done different methods for positive negative classification, 

aspect base classification, polarity based classification etc. Product review based sentiment analysis is similar to 

proposed sentiment analysis approach. 

 

IV. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

The above fig.1 illustrates the system architecture; it carried the overall classification process on sentiment 

analysis using movie review data set. Initially pore-processing analyzes the opinions from syntactical point of view 

and original syntax of sentence is not disturbed. In this phase, the several techniques like POS tagging, Stemming 

and Stop word removal are applied to data set for noise reduction and facilitating feature extraction. 

1. Data Pre-processing 

In the data pre-processing phase, we first process the data which is extracted from training as well as testing 

documents. Various methods have been used for data pre-processing these are describe in below section 

2. Stop Word Removal:  

Stop words are common and high frequency words like “a”, “the”, “of”, “and”, “an”. Different methods 

available for stop-word elimination; ultimately enhance performance of feature extraction algorithm. 

3. Stemming  

Stemming and Lemmatization are two essential morphological processes of pre- processing module during 

feature extraction. The stemming process converts all the inflected words present in the text into a root form 

called a stem. For example, ‘automatic,’ ‘automate,’ and ‘automation’ are each converted into the stem 

‘automat.’  Stemming gives faster performance in applications where accuracy is not major issue. 

4. Lemmatization (lemmas):  

The lemma of a word includes its base form plus inflected forms. For example, the words “plays”, “played and 

“playing” have “play” as their lemma. Lemmatization groups together various inflected forms of word into a 

single one. Stemming also removes word inflections only whereas; Lemmatization replaces words with their 

base form.  For example, the words “caring” and “cars” are reduced to “car” in a stemming process whereas 

lemmatization reduces it to “care” and “car” respectively, hence lemmatization is considered to be more 

accurate. 

5. Part of speech (POS) tagging:  

Parts of speech or POS tagging is a linguistic technique used which is used many existing researchers, for 

product feature extraction as product aspects are generally nouns or noun phrases. POS tagging assigns a tag 

to each word in a text and classifies a word to a specific morphological category such as norm, verb, adjective, 
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etc. POS taggers are efficient for explicit feature extraction in terms of accuracy they achieved, however 

problem arises when review contains implicit features. 

6. Features Extraction 

In this phase system extract various feature set using machine learning methods for sentiment classification. 

We extract four basic features from preprocessed data like unigram features, Bi-tagged features, dependency 

rule base features etc. all these feature extraction techniques have illustrated in below section. 

7. Unigram features 

A Unigram feature is nothing but a bag of words extort by separating text by spaces as well as noise 

characters. The unigram model is additionally called the bag of words model. 

8. Features Selection 

Hybrid method has used for feature selection from full extracted features. Basically three types of features 

have been extracted from given data. The purpose of select the best feature which increase the accuracy of 

classification. Many irrelevant features appear during the feature extraction; it need to eliminate when we 

select the features. We used TF-IDF, Maximum Relevance and co-relation base hybrid method has used to 

select the features. The benefit of this method provides respective features selection for individual features 

set. The TF-IDF cosine similarity, TF-IDF Co-occurrence matrix and MRMR method has used for feature 

selection. 

9. Classification: 

After we get the training model, we can feed the testing data into it and get the prediction of classification. 

The testing stage includes preprocessing of testing text, vectorization and classification of the testing text. 

 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

Results and Analysis 

The system can provide the below outcomes once successfully executed training as well as testing phase 

• System gets background knowledge as a training set 

• System can able to find weight vector and define the similarity with respective domain. 

• Reduce false positive ratio. 

• Each cluster has categorized into multiple similar clusters, under the one master cluster. 

• Finally, similarity score will classify each bucket into the respective domain. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, automatically identifying potential online users with depression and stress is threatening people's 

health. It is not trivial to detect the disorder in time for proactive care. Therefore, we present a framework to 

detect the states of stress and depression of users from the monthly data of users' social networks, exploiting the 

content of Facebook publications and the social interactions of users. Using the data of the social networks of the 

real world as a basis, we study the correlation between the states of psychological disorder of users and their social 

interaction behavior; we recommend the user for health precautions to send by mail for user interaction. 
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